
THE RESET BOX



No matter our age or family situation, September often brings that 'back to school' feeling. The
nights are starting to draw in and the lazy days of summer have passed, leaving us refreshed,
renewed and ready to power ahead with new challenges... ideally! If you need a little boost to
spur you on then this month's box is here to help.

Firstly, LSW London's Mind Notes is a journal with daily prompts and weekly reviews to enhance
your wellbeing and make sure you're pouring your energy into the things that make you happy.
Next we have a Focus aromatherapy balm by Scentered to clear your mind and help you
concentrate. For this month's sweet treat, we've chosen Peppermint Dark Chocolate Giant
Buttons by Coco Pzazz: refreshing and in mini packs so you don't set yourself back with a sugar
crash! 

Coco Pzazz make artisan chocolate and fudge in the Welsh countryside,
combining delicious flavours, unique artwork and sustainable packaging
in the form of compostable bio-film and recyclable cardboard.

These giant buttons blend dark chocolate with a breeze of peppermint.
They come in four packs of two buttons so you can spread your treats
throughout the week... OK, day!

The LSW London Mind Notes is a six month undated daily wellbeing
journal that will help you to pinpoint thought and behaviour
patterns, encourage the practice of gratitude and use weekly
exercises to increase your sense of positive wellbeing for a more
fulfilled life. It contains Monday to Friday prompts and weekly
reviews, along with mindfulness techniques, breathing exercises
and other tools to help you feel your best. It also includes Mind
Card tasks, which you can find in the Breathe Box or individually in
our shop.

THE RESET BOX

LSW London Mind Notes Journal

Coco Pzazz Peppermint Giant Dark Chocolate Buttons

Scentered Focus Aromatherapy Balm
This aromatherapy balm will help you to prepare for the day ahead
with its invigorating blend of Rosemary, Mint and Clary Sage. Use it
throughout the day whenever you need to refocus your efforts to
accomplish the goals and tasks on your to do list. Stop and take a
moment to apply to your pulse points, raise your wrists and inhale
deeply, then exhale slowly to reset and refocus your mind.

Please note that this aromatherapy balm should not be used during
pregnancy due to the inclusion of Clary Sage.


